P O W E R I N G D I G I TA L T R A N S F O R M AT I O N

Bizvu FORMS

The single pane of glass data solution.

Bizvu FORMS empowers you to build and interact with contextual forms and screens for your staff,
customers and suppliers. Helping to digitize and automate processes internally and externally. They can
be mapped down to a field level or grouped fields, feeding into one, or multiple systems. It’s easy to build
your own data forms, feedback to systems like a CRM in real-time and add the logic needed for
technical enforcement in the business. Easily update and access your information, improve data
analytics and remove data overload.

KEY END-USER BENEFITS
Improved effectiveness
Increased productivity
Resolve customer problems faster
Design and test user friendly experiences
Auto-categorization for organized workloads
Focused agents
Enriched data from reduced data input errors

MANAGE YOUR DATA EFFECTIVELY
Inquire about Bizvu FORMS today!
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UPDATE MULTIPLE SYSTEMS AT ONCE
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CREATE A SINGLE
FORM

PRE-POPULATION
WILL HELP

ALL SYSTEMS ARE
UPDATED

Customers or
suppliers can easily
update their details,
via digital channels
including email,
SMS, or social media
tinyurl.

Any information
already existing will
be pulled through
from other systems!

Changes can be
quarantined for
approval. Once
approved, all of your
systems will update
in real time.

NOTABLE FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES
SIMPLE FORM AND SCREEN CREATION. Create your own forms, easily and quickly.

UPDATE ONE AND SEND IT TO MANY. If data needs to be stored/duplicated in multiple
systems.
CAN BE EXTENDED THROUGH WEB, CHAT, EMAIL AND SOCIAL MEDIA. Use the same form
through multiple channels.
TASK MANAGEMENT & SCHEDULING. With Trello-like tasks showing updated workloads.

INTEGRATION CAPABILITIES WITH MITEL’S IGNITE CLIENT. The form auto pops as the
interaction is received from your customer.

BIZVU ADDS MORE VALUE
We’re an innovative software development company with a great pedigree that works to
help add value to digital transformation investments like Mitel. Our solutions allow any
customer experience to be created and seamlessly integrated into the contact center, CRM
and your various other business systems.
Our solutions are quickly configured and some can be ready-to-go in hours. They can be
used stand-alone or in unison to underpin wider business gaps and problems. They are
key for enhanced business capabilities like automation and self-serve. Working to improve
customer experiences and empower and engage agents.
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